Diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging correlates with final pathological response in breast cancer neoadjuvant chemotherapy
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Diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) non-invasively and quantitatively measures tissue haemoglobin, water and lipid. Pilot studies in small groups of patients demonstrate that DOSI may be useful for longitudinal monitoring and predicting breast cancer neoadjuvant chemotherapy pathological response. This study evaluates the performance of a bedside DOSI platform in 34 breast cancer patients followed for several months. DOSI optical endpoints obtained at multiple timepoints are compared with final pathological response. Thirty-six stage II/III breast cancers (34 patients) were measured in vivo with DOSI prior to, in the middle of and after the completion of pre-surgical neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Cancer therapies ranged from standard anthracyclines to targeted therapies. Changes in DOSI-measured parameters at each timepoint were compared against final surgical pathology. Absolute changes in the tumour-to-normal (T/N) ratio of tissue deoxyhaemoglobin concentration (ctHHb) and relative changes in the T/N ratio of a tissue optical index (TOI) were most sensitive and correlate to pathological response. Changes in ctHHb and TOI were significantly different between tumours that achieved pathological complete response (pCR) versus non-pCR. By therapy midpoint, mean TOI-T/N changes were $47 \pm 8$ versus $20 \pm 5$ per cent for pCR versus non-pCR subjects, respectively ($Z = 0.011$). Changes in ctHHb and TOI scaled significantly with the degree of pathological response (non-, partial and complete). DOSI measurements of TOI separated pCR from non-pCR by therapy midpoint regardless of drug or dosing strategy. This approach is well suited to monitoring breast tumour response and may provide feedback for optimizing therapeutic outcomes and minimizing side-effects.
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1. Introduction

(a) Diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging

Diffuse optical imaging (DOI) and diffuse optical spectroscopy (DOS) are model-based methods that employ principles of time- and/or frequency-domain photon migration for measuring near-infrared (NIR) tissue absorption and scattering signatures. The NIR, defined as 650–1000 nm, is particularly attractive for oncological applications because of its deep tissue penetrance and high sensitivity to haemoglobin concentration and oxygenation state. With sufficient spectral bandwidth, NIR optical imaging can also provide quantitative information about tissue water and lipid and these measurements have been shown to correlate directly with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [1].

Medical diagnostic techniques based on NIR transillumination were first introduced in the 1920s to detect breast cancer [2]. Although NIR light penetrates tissues to depths of several centimetres, early methods were not successful owing to the fact that these approaches were qualitative and did not account for distortions from multiple light scattering. Current DOI and DOS technologies make it possible to separate light absorption from scattering and quantify subtle changes in biochemical composition in thick tissues. While the spatial resolution of DOS is inferior to conventional anatomic imaging methods such as X-ray mammography and MRI [3], diffuse optical methods can be particularly well suited to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) monitoring. This is owing to the fact that patients undergoing NAC have large, well-localized tumours (e.g. approx. 2–10 cm). Consequently, their position is known a priori and the DOS measurement can be optimized for sensitivity to tumour functional changes using quantitative spectroscopic tools rather than size or volumetric changes which may occur later in the course of treatment [4].

(b) Neoadjuvant therapy in breast cancer

Pre-surgical NAC offers unique opportunities for research and patient care [5–7]. In practice, NAC can reduce tumour size, improve breast tissue conservation during surgery and initiate treatment of micrometastases [8]. A significant potential benefit of NAC is that tumour response can be assessed in vivo on an individual basis. Accurate tumour monitoring would allow for optimization of drug dose and clinical outcomes, while providing oncologists with insights into therapeutic response mechanisms.

Conventional therapeutic endpoints for cancer treatments are 5–10 year overall survival and disease-free survival. Surrogate endpoints obtained prior to and during treatment are desirable to facilitate more rapid assessment of therapeutic strategies. Complete pathological response (pCR) is an important endpoint that correlates with survival in patients receiving NAC [9–14]. A major advantage of pCR is that assessment is performed at the completion of therapy (i.e. after a few months) and it provides a good projection for 5 year survival/disease-free survival. Although pCR is obtained relatively quickly (compared with 5 year survival), there is a significant interest in developing molecular and imaging-based biomarkers to enhance or replace pCR. These could provide dynamic feedback during therapy, giving oncologists new methods for clinical decision-making that optimize therapeutic outcomes and minimize collateral tissue damage.
(c) Imaging neoadjuvant therapy response

Standard clinical assessments (e.g. physical examination, ultrasound and mammography) have been shown to be inadequate for predicting NAC pathological response [15–17]. It is unlikely that early changes in tumour size alone are predictive of final pathological response. Functional imaging with advanced techniques such as MRI, magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and positron emission tomography (PET) has shown improved response assessment capabilities over conventional anatomic imaging [18–32]. However, these functional methods can be difficult to perform in advanced stage cancer patients (lengthy scan times, exogenous contrast, high cost), particularly when frequent measurements are desired. In addition, there is currently no consensus on optimal timepoints and quantitative response measures.

The use of NIR optical imaging to track tumour response to NAC was first described in a single patient [33]. Several DOS measurements were performed during NAC treatments extending over several weeks of cytotoxic therapy. Total tumour haemoglobin concentration (ctTHb) and tumour water concentration (ctH2O) dropped significantly by 56 and 67 per cent, respectively. The drop in ctTHb was consistent with diminished vessel density, which is a signature of NAC response [34]. Tumour to control water/lipid ratio dropped 4.4-fold, which was in excellent agreement with previous findings from MRS that showed very similar changes [35]. Subsequent studies have supported these findings by direct comparison or integration of NIR optical imaging with MRI [36,37].

Further studies have suggested that optical imaging parameters may be surrogate indicators for pathological response. DOS measurements acquired within one week prior to chemotherapy and approximately one week after the start of chemotherapy demonstrated significant differences depending on the final pathological response [38]. DOS-measured tumour concentrations of deoxyhaemoglobin (ctHHb), oxyhaemoglobin (ctO2Hb) and ctH2O dropped 27 ± 15, 33 ± 7 and 11 ± 15 per cent, respectively, within one week of the first treatment for pathology-confirmed responders (N = 6), while non-responders (N = 5) and normal side controls showed no significant changes in these parameters. Later studies have subsequently reported correlations between sensitive NIR parameters and pathological response [39–41].

(d) Study goal

The goal of this study was to assess whether functional optical imaging biomarkers of tumour metabolism are sensitive to chemotherapy throughout the entire course of treatment. DOS and DOI pilot studies have demonstrated that, within a single therapeutic cycle [38], after one or two cycles [39–41], and at the conclusion of all cycles [40,41], changes in tumour optical/physiological properties are related to pathological response. In this study, we expanded the number of patients, treatment drugs and measurement timepoints to survey the sensitivity of diffuse optical spectroscopic imaging (DOSI) to therapeutic efficacy. Our results provide strong correlations between the degree of pathological response and the change in optical imaging biomarkers measured at different timepoints. With 34 patients (36 tumours), including 11 pathological complete responders (pCR), these results represent the largest known study of DOS/DOI technology in the NAC setting.
2. Material and methods

(a) Instrumentation

The instrument used in this study is based on DOSI technology that is not commercially available and was designed and constructed in our laboratory \[42\]. DOSI uses a combination of frequency-domain and continuous-wave or time-independent tissue spectroscopies to measure tissue optical absorption and reduced scattering within the entire NIR spectral bandwidth (650–1000 nm). Briefly, the frequency-domain component of the instrument allows for absolute quantification of tissue optical properties at discrete wavelengths, while the time-independent component determines the optical properties at continuous wavelengths across the NIR spectrum. The frequency-domain portion of the DOSI instrument employs six commercially available diode laser sources (660, 690, 780, 808, 830 and 850 nm) and an avalanche photodiode (APD) detector. The continuous-wave portion of the DOSI instrument employs a fibre-coupled broadband white-light source and a fibre-coupled 16 bit, 1024 pixel, cooled charge-coupled device spectrometer. The spectrometer system detects broadband light from 650 to 1000 nm with approximately 0.4 nm per pixel at 8 nm spectral resolution (i.e. resolving power). A handheld probe incorporates all source optical fibres, as well as the APD and spectrometer detector fibres. A reflectance geometry with a 28 mm source to detector separation is used, which provides an average penetration below the skin of 10–20 mm. Frequency-domain and steady-state measurements are performed using a pre-set timing technique with less than 20 mW of optical power launched into the tissue per source. Frequency-domain instrument response is removed by calibrating with a tissue-simulating phantom with known absorption and scattering properties. Spectral artefacts are removed by calibrating on a spectraflect-coated integrating sphere.

(b) Measured information content

Simple calculations using the Beer–Lambert law and known absorber extinction coefficients were used to convert the absorption spectra into quantitative measures of tissue concentrations of ctHHb (µM), ctO2Hb (µM), ctH₂O (%) and ctLipid (bulk lipids, %), which are the primary NIR absorbers in breast tissue \[42–44\]. ctH₂O is the concentration of measured tissue water divided by pure water concentration (55.6 M). Tissue lipids are reported as the percentage lipid measured relative to an assumed ‘pure’ lipid density of 0.9 g ml⁻¹. Thus, reported water and lipid percentages are relative figures of merit compared with pure solutions of the substance and are neither strict volumes nor add up to 100 per cent. The reduced scattering properties of tissue are reported as the results of a power-law fit to the measured frequency-domain reduced scattering values at multiple wavelengths. The absolute value of the exponent resulting from this fit is termed the scatter power (SP). In general, the SP is related to the size of the tissue scattering particles in relation to the optical wavelength. Further, we calculated a tissue optical index (TOI), defined as ctHHb × ctH₂O/ctLipids, which has been demonstrated as a contrast function for identifying diseased tissues derived from an analysis of 58 malignant tumours \[42\].
Figure 1. Simple two-dimensional maps of tumour metabolism derived from tissue optical properties are generated by measuring broadband absorption and scattering spectra (650–1000 nm) along a grid of discrete points on the surface of the breast. On the left is a grid (spacing 10 mm) with each dot representing a DOSI measurement site where broadband absorption and scattering spectra were acquired. On the right, maps of TOI \((=\text{ctHHb} \times \text{ctH}_2\text{O}/\text{ctLipids})\) were generated from the measured spectra; map points were interpolated for display purposes. Representative TOI maps of a breast lesion at two timepoints are shown with absorption spectra from normal (N) and tumour (T) regions as indicated in the TOI maps. In this example, a pathological complete response was achieved with spectra in the T region approaching those of the N region. Red line, lesion; blue line, normal. (Online version in colour.)

(c) DOSI measurement technique

All DOSI measurements and procedures were performed under institution-approved human subject protocols and a detailed description of the measurement technique has recently been reported [45]. Briefly, a handheld probe was used to map a grid of spatial locations that covered both normal and tumour tissues. The lesion location was known \textit{a priori} from ultrasound and palpation. A 10 mm spaced point grid was marked on the breast using a non-permanent surgical skin pen to denote the DOSI scan area (figure 1). The scan area was large enough to keep the lesion within the grid (in the \(x-y\) plane), despite possible day-to-day variations in the measurement technique. Because the lesions in this study ranged in size, so did the DOSI scan field of view; the reason for this was the 5–10 s per point scan times, a limitation that has been addressed in faster versions of the instrument.

The DOSI probe was placed with light pressure without compression on the skin surface. Care was taken to perform DOSI with the patient in a constant position during each measurement session; subjects were supine on a recliner at about 30\(^\circ\) from horizontal with their ipsilateral arm resting up above their head. The handheld probe is mostly insensitive to the probe application pressure; only light contact (gravitational pressure) without compression was used for all the measurements; contact pressure is not a significant source of measurement variation in DOSI [46].
(d) Image analysis

Functional maps of breast tissue physiological properties (ctHHb, ctO2Hb, ctH2O, bulk lipids, TOI) were calculated using the measured NIR absorption spectra from each measured grid location (figure 1). Each location on the grid was treated as an independent measurement. The value of each parameter recovered from this grid location (e.g. TOI) was plotted in this two-dimensional space and no tomographic reconstructions were used. Tissue within the scan area was modelled as homogeneous in accordance with simple diffusion theory. For visualization purposes, map points were interpolated using two-dimensional nearest-neighbour cubic splines to round out the discrete shapes (figure 1). However, all reported values used only the discrete measurement points from the grid. All scale bars were determined using the maximum and minimum values of the map.

The tumour location in the map was defined to be the location of maximum TOI which is defined as ctHHb × ctH2O/ctLipid. The TOI has been shown to be a sensitive index for identifying malignant tissue regions in the breast [42]. In order to define a region of interest for the tumour in a consistent and unbiased manner, we used full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the TOI parameter for the entire grid as an automatic threshold point. A spatial mask was generated using the TOI map: spatial locations with TOI values above the TOI FWHM were considered to be tumour tissue, whereas spatial locations with TOI values below the TOI FWHM were considered to be normal tissue. Reported TOI tumour values were TOI averages of points above the TOI FWHM threshold, whereas reported TOI normal tissue values were TOI averages of points below the TOI FWHM threshold. This automatically calculated feature-based stratification was preferred to a strict spatial segmentation of lesion area to guard against possible movement of the lesion and/or optically scanned area. Note that the threshold was calculated independently for each measurement session. For all DOSI calculations (e.g. ctHHb), the same TOI FWHM mask was used; we thus averaged each DOSI parameter within the same exact region of interest. Because of the relatively low spatial resolution, the small nuances of the lesion contours are not meaningful.

(e) Patient selection and treatment schedule

Thirty-four patients were studied with 36 breast lesions (two with bilateral disease). Subjects were placed on NAC by their attending physician (R.M.) using several different therapeutic schema. All treatment decisions (table 1) were based solely on patient considerations by the attending physician; DOSI findings were not factored into any therapeutic decisions. All patients received standard biopsies to confirm the presence of malignancy prior to neoadjuvant treatment. All patients had suspicious lesions as confirmed by standard radiology (mammography, ultrasound and/or MRI). All patients received surgery at the conclusion of neoadjuvant treatment with an accompanying surgical pathology report.

There were six different neoadjuvant drugs used over the course of this study, arranged in seven different treatment schema (table 1). Treatment IDs 1–4 all started with doxorubicin (Adriamycin; 60 mg m\(^{-2}\)) and cyclophosphamide
Table 1. Therapy options and final pathological responses. A/C, Adriamycin/Cytoxan; Ab, Abraxane; Cb, carboplatin; Av, bevacizumab; Tz, trastuzumab; T, Taxol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDs</th>
<th>treat</th>
<th>complete</th>
<th>non-complete</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A/C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A/C + Cb/T</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A/C + Ab/Cb + Bz</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A/C + Ab/Cb + Tz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ab/Cb + Bz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ab/Cb + Tz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cb/T</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>totals</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Cytoxan; 600 mg m\(^{-2}\)), denoted by ‘A/C’. A/C was administered for two or four cycles with each cycle lasting two weeks. Most patients were treated with four cycles, but according to the treatment protocol (R.M.) the A/C stage was cut to two cycles if a desirable response (assessed by palpation, ultrasound and/or MRI) was not achieved. The patient treated with ID 1 (\(N = 1\)) was given only A/C. Patients treated with ID 2 (\(N = 10\)) received both carboplatin (Paraplatin; area under curve (AUC) = 2 mg ml\(^{-1}\) min\(^{-1}\)), denoted by ‘Cb’ (carboplatin) and paclitaxel (Taxol; 60 mg m\(^{-2}\)), denoted by ‘T’, for 8–12 weekly treatments. Patients treated with ID 3 (\(N = 10\)) and ID 4 (\(N = 4\)) received the same A/C treatment in an initial stage (two or four cycles), but differed in treatments during a second stage. In these second stages, all patients received Nab-paclitaxel (Abraxane; 90 mg m\(^{-2}\)), denoted by ‘Ab’, and Paraplatin in cycles consisting of three consecutive weeks plus a week off; this cycle was repeated three or four times. Targeted therapies were issued in this second stage based upon human endothelial receptor 2 (HER2) status; HER2+ received trastuzumab (Tz; 12–16 weekly doses) and HER2− received bevacizumab (Bz; 6–8 biweekly doses of 10 mg kg\(^{-1}\)). Patients in categories ID 5 (\(N = 5\)) and ID 6 (\(N = 4\)) were the same as the second stage of IDs 3 and 4; Nab-paclitaxel and Paraplatin in conjunction with trastuzumab or bevacizumab depending upon HER2 status. Two patients treated under ID 7 received only Paraplatin and paclitaxel.

Table 1 further provides the pathological responses for each of the treatment options. Pathological complete response (pCR) was defined as the absence of malignancy in the affected region of the breast; ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) was acceptable as part of pCR. Other categories of response are less definite and as such we employed two different classification schemes (binary and tertiary). Both classification schemes classify pCR in the same way, but differ in how non-complete pathological cases are reported. In the binary scheme, all non-pCRs were grouped together as non-pCR. In the tertiary scheme, this non-pCR category was further stratified into pathological non-response (pNR) and pathological partial response (pPR). pNR was defined as less than a 20 per cent change from initial lesion size (via radiology) to final lesion size (via surgical pathology). pPR was
then defined as anything in between pCR and pNR. These designations are not perfect because the separation between pPR and pNR can be somewhat arbitrary.

**f) DOSI measurement schedule**

Written informed consent was provided by subjects in order to participate in this study. DOSI measurements occurred throughout the duration of chemotherapy treatments. All subjects received DOSI measurements prior to all neoadjuvant treatment (i.e. baseline; ‘B’) as well as after the conclusion of all NAC prior to surgery (i.e. final; ‘F’). In patients receiving two stages of therapy (IDs 2, 3 and 4), DOSI measurements were performed at the conclusion of the first stage. In patients receiving a single therapy stage (IDs 1, 5, 6 and 7), the measurements were performed roughly after eight weeks. Both measurements, approximately at the therapy midpoints, are designated as ‘mid’.

**g) Statistical considerations**

Non-parametric statistics were used for all statistical comparisons. Comparisons between the responder groups were performed using the Wilcoxon rank sums or Kruskal–Wallis tests for two and three group comparisons, respectively. Significance was assumed at a confidence interval of 95 per cent (\(\alpha = 0.05\)) for a two-tailed distribution in the Wilcoxon rank sum test. We further assumed that all measurements were independent. All statistical calculations were performed using commercial software (JMP IN; SAS Institute, NC). Error bars for population data were the population standard errors.

### 3. Results

**a) Baseline tumour properties**

Tumour optical–physiological properties differ significantly from those of normal tissues. Tumour optical properties prior to all treatment (baseline) and at the conclusion of all treatment (final) are outlined in table 2. Baseline values of all tumours (\(N = 36\)) are provided in the top rows of the table. Five DOSI parameters are reported for both tumour (left columns) and normal (right columns) tissues: water (ctH\(_2\)O), bulk lipid, deoxyhaemoglobin (ctHHb), oxyhaemoglobin (ctHHbO\(_2\)) and TOI. Three statistical categories are reported: mean value, standard error and median value. Statistical comparisons were performed using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test (\(\alpha = 0.05\) significance level).

Compared with normal tissues, these malignant tumours demonstrated higher mean water percentage (34.4 versus 20.2\%, \(Z < 0.0001\)), lower mean bulk lipid percentage (54.5 versus 63.7\%, \(Z = 0.0003\)), higher mean deoxyhaemoglobin concentration (8.68 versus 6.37 \(\mu\)M, \(Z < 0.0001\)) and higher mean oxyhaemoglobin concentration (24.2 versus 17.5 \(\mu\)M, \(Z = 0.0013\)). The mean value of the composite index TOI in tumour tissues was significantly elevated relative to normal (8.95 versus 2.21, \(Z < 0.0001\)). The tumour-to-normal (T/N) ratio followed the same pattern ranging from baseline values of 1.75 (ctH\(_2\)O), 0.85 (Lipid), 1.58 (ctHHb), 1.42 (ctO\(_2\)Hb) and 4.62 (TOI). These results are consistent with our previous findings [42].
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Table 2. Optical–physiological properties of tumours and normal tissues (\(N = 36\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>tumour</th>
<th>normal</th>
<th>tumour/normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>STE</td>
<td>median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline ctH(_2)O (%)</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lipid (%)</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctHHb ((\mu)M)</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctO(_2)Hb ((\mu)M)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOI</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final ctH(_2)O (%)</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lipid (%)</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctHHb ((\mu)M)</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctO(_2)Hb ((\mu)M)</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOI</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Treated tumour properties

At the conclusion of all therapy, averaging over all pathological responses and treatments, significant changes in tumour physiological properties occurred in both normal and malignant tissues. Tumour tissue values approached those of normal tissues: lower mean ctH\(_2\)O (−27% relative change, \(Z = 0.0007\)), higher mean lipids (+9.7% relative change, \(Z = 0.08\)), lower mean ctHHb (−26% relative change, \(Z = 0.0002\)), lower mean ctO\(_2\)Hb (−37% relative change, \(Z < 0.0001\)) and lower mean TOI (−59% relative change, \(Z = 0.0006\)). Normal tissue values changed but not significantly except in the case of ctO\(_2\)Hb: lower mean ctH\(_2\)O (−6.9% relative change, \(Z = 0.16\)), higher mean lipid (+1.7% relative change, \(Z = 0.49\)), lower mean ctHHb (−12% relative change, \(Z = 0.0.52\)), lower mean ctO\(_2\)Hb (−24% relative change, \(Z = 0.0004\)) and lower mean TOI (−22% relative change, \(Z = 0.29\)). These changes are mirrored in the T/N ratios; T/N changed significantly from baseline to final measurements, except for bulk lipids. Chemotherapy is known to affect breast density, even in normal tissues [47].

(c) Stratified responses (binary)

DOSI-measured parameters changed in proportion to the degree of pathological response assessed at the conclusion of all neoadjuvant therapies. Figure 2 compares changes in all DOSI parameters with respect to pCR (\(N = 11\)) or non-pCR (\(N = 25\)) for (figure 2a) normalized TOI-T/N and (figure 2b) ctHHb T/N ratios. T/N refers to taking the average parameter value above the map FWHM (i.e. T) and dividing it by the average parameter value below the map FWHM (i.e. the N) (figure 1). Changes in normalized TOI-T/N and absolute ctHHb T/N ratios at different stages throughout neoadjuvant therapy were observed: pre-therapy, mid-therapy and post-therapy. ‘Normalized’ refers to dividing each TOI-T/N value by the TOI-T/N value at baseline. The error bars represent the standard errors for each population (pCR and non-pCR). Significant decreases in TOI-T/N are observed in tumours that achieved pCR (figure 2a) and these decreases were maintained throughout the treatment by dropping 60 per cent from the baseline. These decreases were significantly different from the changes.
Figure 2. (a) TOI-T/N values normalized to the baseline value stratified by pathological complete response (pCR, $N=11$) and non-pathological complete response ($N=25$) tumours. The TOI values dropped significantly more in the pCR tumours during all phases of the therapy. (b) Tissue concentration of deoxygenated haemoglobin (ctHHb) T/N values stratified in similar fashion. The ctHHb values dropped significantly more in the pCR tumours and approached normal values at the conclusion of neoadjuvant treatment. $Z$ values are the result of the Wilcoxon rank sum test for the entire population at a given measurement timepoint. Error bars represent the population standard error (squares, non-pCR; circles, pCR). (Online version in colour.)

observed in the non-pCR population (mid, $Z=0.01$; final, $Z=0.001$). Similar results were observed for the ctHHb T/N absolute value (figure 2b); larger decreases were observed in the pCR population (mid, $Z=0.062$; final 0.003). Overall, the ctHHb T/N was higher at the baseline in non-pCR tumours though the difference was not significant ($Z=0.48$). We further observed that the ctHHb T/N value approached unity at the conclusion of therapy for the tumours that achieved pCR.
Table 3 provides the data for all DOSI parameters stratified by final pathological response. The top rows display the absolute T/N for each DOSI parameter and the bottom rows display the T/N normalized to the baseline value. Each value is provided with the standard error in the last two digits of the value. In general, non-pCR tumours changed less than pCR tumours. For example, non-pCR TOI-T/N decreased from 3.91 to 2.48 at the conclusion of neoadjuvant therapy, whereas in pCR tumours the decrease was from 6.2 to 1.34 (note that the median values of TOI-T/N were more closely matched at the baseline: 2.34 for non-pCR and 2.45 for pCR). Lipids generally increased more in the pCR tumours. ctH2O, ctHHb and ctO2Hb generally decreased more in pCR tumours as well. The differences between baseline DOSI parameters were not significant. In general, the ctHHb T/N absolute value and ctH2O and TOI-T/N normalized values displayed significant differences between non-pCR and pCR tumours throughout the neoadjuvant treatment. We note that mid-treatment comparisons are somewhat mismatched because they represent different lengths of time within the neoadjuvant treatment. The general trends are encouraging.

(d) Stratified responses (tertiary)

Figure 3 displays the normalized TOI-T/N value (a) and displays ctHHb-T/N value (b) for each response group: pCR (N = 11), pPR (N = 11) and pNR (N = 14). We provide results at the same base, mid- and final timepoints used in the binary classification.

The rate of change in TOI-T/N scales with the degree of pathological response. Compared with the binary classification scheme in figure 2, we observe that the pNR patients dropped less than 10 per cent at all the measured timepoints. While TOI-T/N in the pPR category continues to decrease throughout the treatment, we note that the TOI-T/N decreases more sharply in the pCR patient category. At the treatment midpoint, the Kruskal–Wallis test H-statistic was 0.0073, indicating that these median values are not from identical populations.
Although not definitive, the Bonferroni correction suggests that the rate of change for the normalized TOI-T/N value is significantly different between pCR, pPR and pNR [48]. We found that the same general trend was true at the treatment endpoint ($H = 0.0004$). The same scenario is evident in cttHHb-T/N values, but this time the pNR and pPR responses were more similar in comparison with the pCR response. As in the case with TOI-T/N, the final timepoint suggests that stratification is possible but this is not clear at the therapy midpoint.
(e) Drug-dependent effects

We checked the dependence of our results on the particular therapy used. Given the relatively low patient numbers per category and the high degree of variance in treatment protocols, it is not feasible to assess statistical significance. Nevertheless some trends are observable. Keeping these limitations in mind, we compared patients treated with targeted therapies (i.e. H and Av, bevacizumab (Avastin)) versus patients treated without any targeted therapies ($N = 23$ and $13$, respectively). For pCR patients treated with targeted therapies ($N = 4$), the TOI-T/N normalized values were not significantly different from patients without targeted therapies ($N = 7$). Values at the therapy midpoint were $0.40 \pm 0.07$ and $0.60 \pm 0.11$ for patients treated with and without any targeted therapies, respectively. Similarly, no statistically significant differences at therapy midpoint were found for the non-pCR patients: values were $0.82 \pm 0.07$ and $0.77 \pm 0.10$ for patients treated with ($N = 16$) and without ($N = 9$) any targeted therapies, respectively. Thus, it appears that DOSI-measured parameters are more significantly affected by the degree of pathological response than by the particular therapeutic mechanism.

4. Discussion

DOSI measurements of breast tumour response to NAC provide quantitative functional indices derived from spectroscopic features. DOSI information content changes throughout the course of treatment in proportion to the degree of pathological response. As shown in previous studies, T/N ratios of both the TOI and deoxyhaemoglobin concentration (ctHHb) correlate best with the degree of pathological response determined by standard surgical pathology [38,44]. The degree of TOI change stratified by pCR/non-pCR was statistically significant by the midpoint of therapy ($Z = 0.011$), and was not statistically significant for ctHHb at the same timepoint ($Z = 0.062$). Similar results have been observed using PET and MRS [23,49]. Both TOI and ctHHb were statistically significant by the conclusion of therapy.

Our current study results fit within the context of previous work. Direct comparison between studies is difficult because of the difference in measured timepoints and optical parameters. We previously reported that both ctHHb and ctH2O decreased significantly in pathological responders after one week of A/C therapy [38]. These decreases are consistent with the TOI decreases (which are proportional to ctHHb and ctH2O) observed in this study; however, we note that the measurement timepoints differed (one week post-therapy versus therapy midpoint). A detailed case study demonstrating that TOI decreases in response to NAC revealed a TOI-T/N drop in a partial responder (non-pCR) of about 30 per cent by therapy midpoint, which is consistent with the average 20 per cent drop reported here [50]. Soliman et al. [41] reported that ctHHb and ctO2Hb decreased significantly in stronger pathological responders after four weeks of chemotherapy; ctH2O also decreased but not significantly when compared with poor responders. We note that these studies used a tomographic method to image larger tumours and subjects did not achieve pCR ($N = 10$). Despite differences in patient population and imaging approach, the results of Soliman et al. [41] are consistent with our findings.
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DOSI measurements of endogenous tissue haemoglobin, water and lipids are indicators of important metabolic alterations in tumours that may well complement current efforts to assess breast tumour response. Because DOSI measures several functional contrast elements related to cellular metabolism, angiogenesis and extracellular matrix, NIR optical methods have the potential to provide important functional information related to tumour regression [38,44]. Given these functional sensitivities, we have adopted terminology used in the MRI/MRS community and suggest the term ‘optical imaging biomarker’; where ‘biomarker’ applies to ‘any detectable biological parameter, whether biochemical, genetic, histologic, anatomic, physical, functional or metabolic’ [51,52]. Optical biomarkers are in reality ‘pre-biomarkers’ because they are at the ‘proof of concept’ stage [51]. Although DOSI parameters lack the specificity of gene- or protein-based biomarkers, optical imaging measures endogenous biochemical composition and tumour pathological state. A more complete understanding of the relationship between optical imaging biomarkers and classical biomarkers (e.g. Ki67) or therapeutic endpoints (e.g. pathological response) is an important area of future research.

Therapeutic drug monitoring in the neoadjuvant setting is an ideally suited application for diffuse optical methods because it accentuates the strengths (functional, portable) and offsets the limitations (low spatial resolution) of the technique. DOSI resolution limits are a consequence of multiple-light scattering in a relatively large sample volume, providing macroscopically averaged tissue absorption and scattering properties at depths up to several centimetres. Consequently, the resolution of DOSI methods is of the order of a few transport scattering lengths (approx. 5 mm to 1 cm), which is similar to PET. However, the potential limitations of DOSI in localizing small lesions are not important in characterizing NAC response in large, palpable stage II–IV tumours. This is because DOSI is inherently a functional imaging technique that is highly sensitive to endogenous biochemical composition and tumour pathological response [38].

Because of its portability and low cost, the bedside DOSI platform used in this study is a low barrier-to-access technology. As such, it potentially creates new opportunities for patients to receive personalized treatment and for physicians to gain insights into mechanisms of cancer appearance and response to therapy. An important practical advantage of our DOSI approach is that it can be used frequently in unconventional settings such as a doctor’s surgery or clinic. Portable optical imaging platforms can easily supplement existing radiological methods either as standalone devices or as units integrated into established technologies such as ultrasound, mammography or MRI [40,53].

Although the results of this study are encouraging, some limitations should be noted: two are study design limitations and two others are DOSI limitations. With regard to study design limitations, the study was non-blinded; pathological results were known at the time of analysis and thus the results should be considered correlative and not predictive. For this reason, although the separation of pCR from non-pCR was statistically significant, we have not calculated sensitivity/specificity or receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve performance. In addition, the optical–physiological responses were not placed within the context of other emerging therapeutic assessment techniques (i.e. MRI, PET, genomic/biomarker profiles); only standard of care surgical pathology was used. Thus, the functional interpretation of TOI changes in response to therapy
was based on the relationship between tissue optical properties and conventional histological measures. In the future, the combination of DOSI with tissue and/or blood biomarkers could potentially improve overall predictive power [38].

With regard to DOSI limitations, the entire tumour volume was not imaged, which can result in a ‘partial volume’ effect. NIR photons are heavily attenuated by the large blood volume of tumours, and combined with a single spatial view (i.e. non-tomographic) the tumour underside was not sampled. Because of this limitation, spatially localized pockets of non-responding tumour volume (i.e. heterogeneity) are currently difficult to detect. Improved imaging capabilities may further stratify pPR from pCR. We note that, because we have not employed a tomographic approach, the absolute values of the tumour optical properties depend upon the depth and size on the lesion. We have shown that the extreme values of DOSI measurements are not strongly dependent on tumour size [42], but DOSI absolute values are dependent on tumour depth. However, this limited imaging capability should be balanced against the simplicity of the data acquisition. Continued DOSI technical developments will improve imaging capabilities and minimize this effect. Furthermore, none of the quantities measured are specific for cancer; thus thresholded changes (which are commonly employed in PET) may not reveal true residual disease. Recent discovery of malignancy-specific optical absorption signatures may help in this regard [54].

In order to standardize and coordinate rapidly advancing breast optical methods, a multi-institutional NCI Network for Translational Research in Optical Imaging (NTROI, U54CA105480) was established in 2003. The NTROI helped to build a consensus on NAC monitoring as a primary clinical focus area, and provided guidelines for quantitative image analysis and instrument calibration [53]. The results of this study are an expanded effort relative to initial case studies involving optical methods to track breast tumour response to therapy in human subjects. A prospective multi-centre clinical trial is in development in partnership with the American College of Radiology Imaging Networks (ACRIN-6691) that will employ identical DOSI instruments.

5. Conclusions

This study correlates changes in optically measured biomarkers such as oxy-and deoxyhaemoglobin, water and lipid with pathological response to NAC in 34 breast cancer patients. Overall it was observed that the absolute changes in the T/N ratio of deoxyhaemoglobin concentration and the relative changes in the T/N ratio of a TOI were the most sensitive indicators of pathological response. In a binary scheme (complete versus non-pCR) as well as in a tertiary scheme (complete versus partial versus non-pathological response), the rate of the optically measured responses correlated with the degree of pathological change. By treatment midpoint, mean TOI-T/N changes were 47 ± 8 versus 20 ± 5 per cent for pCR versus non-pCR subjects, respectively (Z = 0.011). These results were achieved using a spectrally broadband DOSI instrument that mapped a limited number of spatial locations on the breast. The technology can be used in a clinic setting and offers the potential for rapid physician feedback regarding
functional tumour response. Further study is warranted in order to assess DOSI performance in a multi-centre, prospective trial setting and to determine the overall sensitivity and specificity of optical imaging biomarkers.
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